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Abstract
The Internet of Things (IoT) has become a new paradigm by integrating a variety of
applications like healthcare, transport, manufacturing and supply chain management. This
resulted in the generation of various networks which are susceptible to Cyberattacks. The
most prominent attack in the Cyberattacks is Denial of Service(DoS), in this attack the
attackers flood the network with huge volumes of data or requests so that it restricts the nodes
from accessing various kinds of services offered in that network. Intrusion detection systems
(IDS) have proved as promising defence mechanisms to detect an attack in the cyber world.
However, the resource constraints like lower processing power and low power consumption
in IoT devices stood as a challenge in implementing the conventional IDS techniques in IoT
devices. In this paper, we implemented a lightweight Intrusion detection technique using the
machine learning based approach implemented on a Raspberry Pi. In which a support vector
machine (SVM) classification algorithm is utilized for detecting the adversaries in the
networks and the correlation-based feature selection algorithm is utilized for selecting the
features to make the model lightweight. The experimental results have shown that the attacks
detection rate and accuracy are satisfactory for our approach in case of a DoS attack.
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1. Introduction
In today’s world many of the services and applications around us are controlled by machines with
minimal human intervention this is due to the integration of the internet with many applications. The
paradigm that is offering a wide range of services is the Internet of Things (IoT) it has integrated
many physical objects such as sensors, cameras, vehicles, humans, healthcare. The services or the
applications that are offered by an IoT can either be simple on/off automations to complete control of
smart grids. In many of the IoT networks, the primary sensor nodes or the processing node are
resources constrained devices such as low memory and low power consumption devices these nodes
perform the data collection, data transmission, and data processing [1]. The data from the physical
environment is collected by the sensor nodes and it is transmitted over the communication network
which is connected from any of the following technologies like Wi-Fi, ethernet, or any other wired
technologies[25]. For connecting the users and objects across distances these communication
technologies are combined with the internet protocol. The data is processed by the applications to
extract useful information and takes decisions to perform some actions in the physical environment.
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As IoT services are of a wide range they are heterogeneous and the communication technologies
among them are distributed with different standards, which enlarge the threats in end-to-end
security[6]. The attack surface in IoT is increased because of the expansions in complexity and
diversity of the IoT[5], [17],[24].

The defence mechanisms like signature-based intrusion detection methods will not function
properly for the modified attacks. Hence intrusion detection systems(IDS) for novel intrusions is
essential. The Anomaly based intrusion detection scheme serves the purpose as this detection scheme
does not need any prior information about the attack signatures. A detailed classification of the
intrusion detection and prevention systems is given in [2][8].
Specific characteristics of IoT networks that are given by many researchers in the aspect of
developing a IDS are as follows [1],[3],[27].
The nodes or the devices in an IoT network are resource constrained and run on low power hence
it is not feasible to host a conventional IDS which requires high power and high computational
capabilities.
The protocols used in the IoT networks are not the same as the protocols used in conventional
networks. The protocols used in these networks like IPv6 over Low-power Wireless Personal Area
Network (6LoWPAN) and Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) make the network
heterogeneous which results in new weaknesses and makes it challenging to implement the IDS in the
networks.
Taking the above characteristics into consideration it is necessary to develop lightweight IDS that
can perform efficiently in securing the networks. The term lightweight signifies that the system
should work on constrained resources available in the nodes of the IoT networks and it does not
signify that the system should be simple. “Roesch et al. [4] defined lightweight IDS as small,
powerful, and flexible enough to be used as a permanent element of the network security
infrastructure”.
Keeping the constraints in mind we propose a lightweight intrusion detection system with fewer
features that are available on the datasets like DARPA, KD’99, UNSW-NB15[7]. In our approach, we
used UNSW-NB15 for training the lightweight model and it is evaluated on a “Raspberry Pi 3b+
which is a credit card sized computer” and runs on low power approximately 10W which can be
deployed in the IoT network. Detailed information regarding the Raspberry pi is given in [9].
The Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack is one of the major threats for vehicles present in
the IoV[13]. Among the taxonomy of DDoS attacks flooding attacks are of major concern as they
exhaust the cache and the computing resources of the OBU present on the vehicles. DDoS attack
creates huge traffic using the DDoS attack from which the attacker exhausts the resources of the
targeted host like the network bandwidth and the CPU time[21].
Some of the examples of DDoS attacks are DNS flood, SYN Flood, UDP flood and Ping Flood
[3]. The OBU of the vehicles is connected to various devices through wired and wireless means where
each and every component is connected globally.
As the devices are connected globally and the resources of these devices have highly controlled the
security of IoV becomes highly challenging. In our paper, we implement an anomaly-based
lightweight DDoS detection, we generated a dataset using the OMNET++[18], sumo[19] veins [22]
and INET [20] tools in order to generate a dataset for the UDP flood attack and for reducing the
number of features and an efficient feature selection algorithm Correlation-based feature selection
algorithm is used to train a machine-learning algorithm Support vector machine(SVM) and the J48
classifier to classify the incoming traffic as positive or negative. Many researchers have proved that

the SVM classifier has outperformed other classifier algorithms like k- nearest neighbour, random
forest and even neural networks [4] in order to verify this claim we used the J48 classifier to compare
it with SVM.

2. Related work
The IDS proposed in this literature [3] is based on a fine state machine or simply it can be regarded
as automata. The transitions performed by the automata are used for characterizing the network and
these transitions are used for detecting the intrusions. The proposed approach is evaluated for only
three attacks: jamming, replay and false attack.
The model proposed in this literature [12] uses the public IDS tools called snort and bro for
detecting the intrusions. These tools are installed on a Raspberry pi. However these tools can only be
used with limited rules and if the number of rules increases the system gets crashed. Hence this
approach is not satisfactory for practical usage.
The model proposed in this literature [14] uses a SVM based classifier and the features are selected
by a hybrid feature selection algorithm in which it uses genetic algorithms and mutual information
and tried to improve the accuracy of classification. Authors of this approach have proved that the
SVM based classifier performs better than an artificial neural network.
The authors in this literature [15] proposed an energy efficient IDS approach based on auto
aggressive mode and game theory and obtained satisfactory results.
The authors of this model [15] used the Correlation based feature selection for reducing the
number of features to 7 and performed the classification using a machine learning algorithm called
J48 classifier on a Raspberry Pi and achieved satisfactory results.
The support vector machine based IDS proposed in [18] uses 3 features that are extracted from the
packet arrival rate. Performance evaluation of this approach is done on the on a MatLab simulation
and achieved satisfactory results for the DoS attack.
The model proposed in this literature [19] has a two step mechanism for detecting the intrusions in
the first step; it utilizes many numbers of binary classifiers for classifying the samples. If step -1 gives
an ambiguous output, the sample is again classified by the k- nearest neighbors’ algorithm. The
detection rate of this algorithm is 94% but it requires high energy and more computation power as
more number of classifiers are used in this approach.

3. Motivation
In general, the most widely used intrusion detection systems are anomaly and signatures based
detection schemes are used and more signature based approaches are used as public IDS these attacks
can only detect known attacks and are ineffective on modified known attacks or new attacks [10]. The
feature of anomaly is to detect network traffic deviations from normal behaviour these features aid the
IDS for detecting known as well as unknown attacks. As the IDS functions on detection of an
anomaly, it might raise normal traffic as an intrusion and generate a false alarm which makes it
impractical for some use cases. As the IoT devices are resource constrained most of the existing
schemes are signature based IDS with limited rules. In our project, we implement an anomaly based
lightweight Intrusions detection system and for reducing the number of features we utilized a
correlation-based feature selection(CFS) algorithm these features are used to train a machine-learning
algorithm Support vector machine(SVM) to classify the intrusions as positive or negative intrusions.
Many researchers have proved that the SVM classifier has outperformed other classifier algorithms
like k- nearest neighbor, random forest and even neural networks [11]. The proposed model is
lightweight that it can run on a Raspberry Pi 3b+.

4. Proposed approach
To implement our model we used a Raspberry pi 3b+ running on Raspbian Operating System and
used an open source performance evaluator called Weka [26] to evaluate the model performance. The
SVM based classifier is used for classification by using the features extracted by the CFS algorithms.
The data set utilized for training and testing is UNSW-NB 15. The proposed model architecture is
given in the Figure 1.

Figure 1: Proposed model Architecture
“The Dataset UNSW-NB15 was created in the Cyber Range Lab of the Australian Centre for
Cyber Security (ACCS) “[26]. There are 175,341 instances for nine attacks and the description of
each attack is given in Table 1.
Table 1
Description of Attacks used in the UNSW-NB 15 dataset
Attack type
Denial of
service(DoS)
Worms

Shellcode
Reconnaissance
Fuzzers

Description
A malicious attack which is done on a host machine connected to the
internet suspending its services so that the network or the server is not
available to the legitimate users.
A self replicating malicious program which is used to exhaust the
resources of a system. It spreads itself to other systems using the
network based on the system security failures which helps the worm to
access it
To exploit the software vulnerabilities, a small piece of code is utilized as
a payload.
It can simulate all the attacks which gather information
It uses randomly generated data for suspending the services offered by a

Backdoors
Generic
Analysis
Exploits

4.1.

program or by a network
A stealth way of accessing a system or its data by bypassing its security
frameworks
With known block and size of the key, the block ciphers are deciphered
by not taking care about the structure of the block.
The technique which is used to perform the port scanning and file
penetration attacks.
The attackers know the vulnerabilities present in a Software or an OS and
exploit them.

Correlation based feature selection

The selection of features is an important function in designing a machine learning model. The
features that are selected should be relevant so that the designed model gives required results and they
decide the performance of the model. “There are mainly three types of feature selection methods such
as filter-based, wrapper-based and embedded-based approaches” [20]. These approaches have their
pros and cons. The filter based approach is computationally lightweight but it is less accurate as it
ignores the underlying algorithm’s nature. The wrapper based approach is computationally heavy as
the learning process and feature selection are combined in its process. In the third approach the
training part is embedded with the feature selection.
For implementing lightweight IDS the feature selection algorithm should also be lightweight;
hence we utilized the CFS algorithm which is a filter based approach. “The algorithm evaluates the
relation between output and correlated inputs” [22]. The features for a classifier machine learning
model can be selected based on the correlation among the features. The irrelevant and redundant
features are ignored by this algorithm. The redundancy of a feature is determined by the algorithm
when it is highly correlated with one or more features. The subset of features are selected when they
are highly related with class and not correlated with each other. To improve the accuracy and to
reduce the computation of the machine learning model the features that are redundant and not relevant
are ignored. The subset of features with highest merit is selected as the feature set and these features
are used for training the model. The merit of a feature subset is given by the equation 1. In the
equation the number of feature present in a given subset is defined by k, the average of feature-class
correlation is given by 𝑟̅ cf and average of feature-feature correlation is given by 𝑟̅ ff .

𝑀𝑠𝑘 =

4.2.

𝑘𝑟̅𝑐𝑓

(1)

√𝑘+𝑘(𝑘−1)𝑟̅𝑓𝑓

Support vector machine

“The support vector machine (SVM) is a supervised machine learning algorithm which is used for
both classification and regression purposes” [23]. Wide ranges of applications use SVM as a
classifier. The working of SVM is based on the support vectors and hyperplane.
A hyperplane is a flat subspace that has one less dimensions of the coordinate system that it is
represented. For a 2-d coordinate system it is given by equation 2
P0 + P1X1 + P2X2 = 0

(2)

In m-D coordinate it is represented by equation 3
P0 + P1X1 + P2X2 + …… + PmXm = 0.

(3)

The algorithm has data points which are called support vectors and the hyperplane separating them
is called SVM. The data points which are nearer to the hyper plane are called support vectors and if
these points are removed from the dataset it changes the position of the hyperplane. There are many
hyper planes between the support vectors but the plane with maximum is selected.
SVM has two main objectives to achieve good classification: maximize the margin and correctly
classified data points. There is a tradeoff between these two to regulate this trade off the SVM has
three hyper parameters they are Kernel, C (error rate) it a penalty for the data points that are classified
wrongly. Gamma is the coefficient of kernels which is used for fitting the plane. If the value gamma is
high the plane results in over fitting.
Not all the datasets are linear separable by the hyperplane. The SVM uses various kernels to
separate non linear data point to linear separable. Kernels like rbf, poly etc project the data to higher
dimensions to separate them by hyper plane and again they are projected back to the lower plane.
In our approach we used RBF (radial basis function) given in equation 4 as the kernel for the SVM
and the parameter γ gamma defines the linearity of the hyper plane. If the value gamma is high the
plane results in over fitting.
A(xi,xj)=exp(−γ||xi−xj||2)

(4)

5. Implementation
To implement our model we used a Raspberry pi 3b+ running on Raspbian Operating System and
used an open source performance evaluator called Weka [26] to evaluate the model performance. The
SVM based classifier is used for classification by using the features extracted by the CFS algorithms.
The data set utilized for training and testing is UNSW-NB 15.
For efficient model building it is recommended to use all the 44 features in the dataset for
classifying the attacks but in our experiment we used Top 3 features selected by the CFS and are
shown in table 2.
Table 2
Features selected by the CFS algorithm
Feature name
sbytes
rate
sttl

Type
Integer
Float
Integer

Description
The transaction bytes from source to destination.
The rate at which number of packets arrive
The value of time to live from source to destination.

The designed model performance is evaluated utilizing weka evaluation tool and DoS attack test
dataset is used for evaluating its performance for DoS attack. When the CFS algorithm was not used
the raspberry pi was not able to handle the data set and the system got crashed. So we evaluated the
performance of non CFS model on a laptop and used a DoS test dataset which had 4045 instances of
DoS attack and 12328 instances of normal traffic. After using the CFS algorithm the features
are reduced to 3 and all the instances of the training data set were handled by the Raspberry Pi and the
same test dataset is used for evaluating the model on the weka tool by using the SVM classifier. The
kernel used in the SVM classifier is rbf kernel with C= 10 and gamma = 0.001 a grid search was
performed on the model to find out the best training parameters for our model. The performance
parameters of the model with and without using the CFS are compared and observed. The parameters
used for evaluating are the confusion matrix, F-measure, recall, precision, False positive rate (FPR),
True positive rate (TPR), False Negative rate (TNR), True Negative rate (TNR) and accuracy.

6. Results and observations
6.1. Results
The Confusion matrix of the proposed model by using CFS is given in Figure 2 and by not using CFS is given
in Figure 3, where positive is given for the attack instance. From the confusion matrix we can observe that the
model which is built using the features selected by the CFS performs on par with the model build using all the
features.

Figure 2: Confusion matrix using CFS

Figure 3: Confusion matrix without using CFS
The detection accuracy of the model using CFS is compared with model that has not used CFS are compared in
the T4able 3.

Table 3
Detection accuracy of proposed model with and without using CFS

6.2.
•

Parameter
TPR
FPR
TNR
FNR
Precision

With CFS
0.96
0.02
0.99
0.04
0.99

Without CFS
0.79
0
1
0.21
1

Recall
F measure
Accuracy

0.96
0.97
0.98

0.79
0.88
0.94

Observations

By using CFS we have achieved the lightweight IDS by greatly reducing the number of feature. It
is known that if the number of features are more the system becomes more complex and it

•
•
•

requires more computational power. By reducing the number of features from 44 to 3 we can
observe that the complexity is greatly reduced and hence our system uses less power for
computation.
In the non CFS model the classifier got confused because of using more number of features and
gave less number of true positives when compared to the CFS model.
The usage of CFS algorithm reduced the complexity of the model
The detection accuracy of the model which has used CFS is almost similar to the model which has
used all the features. Hence our system achieved lightweight detection without compromising on
the detection accuracy.

7. Conclusion and future plan
It is known that due to the wide range of usage of IoT devices the attacks performed on these
devices increasing exponentially and these devices or nodes are highly resource constrained they
cannot host defence mechanisms that were developed for the conventional systems that utilize high
computation resources and power hence it is necessary to develop lightweight intrusion detection
systems to safeguard the IoT devices. The signature based IDS are widely proposed for the IoT
network but nowadays researchers are aiding the machine learning techniques for designing anomaly
approaches. In our paper, we used a Support vector machine for classifying the attack traffic and the
normal traffic. In order to achieve this in a lightweight scenario, a correlation based feature selection
algorithm is used to reduce the number of features a dataset and the dataset used was UNSW-NB 15
and the features are reduced from 44 to 3, these three features are used to train the model on the entire
dataset. In order to compare the CFS model with the non-CFS model, the non-CFS model is evaluated
on a laptop as it is impossible to train the model using all the instances with 44 features on a raspberry
pi which resulted in a system crash. The DoS attack instances are extracted from the training set of the
UNSW-NB 15 and performed the evaluation using the WEKA evaluation tool. The models were
compared according to their detection accuracy and it is evident that CFS algorithm has made the
system lightweight by reducing the number of features. In our approach the model is only evaluated
for the DoS attack and in future work, we will be evaluating a wide range of attacks and with various
kinds of feature selection algorithms and with and with various kernels of the SVM for better
detection accuracy.
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